Abstract. Tables are widely used in web pages. Unfortunately, most web tables can only be passively accessed but cannot be interactively accessed, that is, users can view information displayed in tables but cannot control the presentation of tables like sorting data and hiding or showing a column/row. Interactive access is especially useful when encountering large tables or browsing on small screens. In this paper, we propose to enable interactive access to genuine web tables based on automatic table detection and a good understanding of table contents. We designed and implemented a plug-in for the Microsoft Internet Explorer, called the iWebTable, which provides a customized user interface supporting interactive access to genuine web tables. Experimental results show that users are satisfied and really enjoy the interactive access mode to web tables, especially in such cases as they need to sort data in large tables or compare data in distant columns or rows.
Introduction
Tables are widely used in web pages, which are the most important carriers of the vast information on Internet. Being condensed and highly expressive, web tables have become the most common visual representation for hierarchically structured data on the World Wide Web. Basically speaking, there are two modes to access web tables: the passive mode and the interactive mode. In the passive mode, users only view information displayed in web tables, while in the interactive mode, users can also control the presentation of web tables, such as: sorting data, hiding or showing a column or row, and so on. Interactive access is very useful in various web browsing cases, especially for large web tables, for example: 1) searching for some column or row containing particular information; 2) comparing data in distant columns or rows. Users can enjoy even more benefits when browsing on handheld devices with limited screen size. Unfortunately, most web tables do not support the interactive access mode, making users feel frustrated in above cases, especially when encountering large tables and when browsing on small screens.
In this paper, we propose to enable interactive access to genuine tables presented in web pages based on automatic table detection and a good understanding of table contents. We designed and implemented a plug-in for the Microsoft Internet Explorer, called the iWebTable, which works in three steps: 1) automatically detecting genuine web tables by machine learning; 2) understanding the contents of a genuine web table  and re-constructing a customized structure for the table; 3) creating a customized user  interface supporting interactive access to a genuine web table. A genuine table [12] is used to display logically related data with significant semantics, while a non-genuine table in used to group non-related data or layout elements together in order to improve the appearance and understandability of web pages. The problem of detecting genuine tables from web pages and understanding table contents is not as easy as it appears to be. First, it is difficult to distinguish between genuine and non-genuine tables because: 1) the TABLE element defined in HTML is often used for improving page layout as well as displaying information; 2) some web page authors prefer to use other styles (e.g. CSS) instead of HTML TABLE elements to format web tables. Second, it is also difficult to identify table headers and understand the hierarchical structure of table contents due to the relaxation of HTML grammar, which is semi-structured in nature and treats rows and columns asymmetrically. Previous works solved this problem in two ways: 1) analyzing HTML documents; 2) utilizing the visual rendition of web pages. We prefer the former one, as previous methods [3, 6] of the latter one showed that it is more time-consuming and only supports those tables with pre-defined styles.
In the experiment, we collected tables from 200 web pages to construct the training data set for learning genuine web tables. We tested on three different machine learning methods: Naïve Bayes, SVM with linear kernel and SVM with RBF kernel, with the last one performing the best. We also conducted a user study on iWebTable, which demonstrates the effectiveness of iWebTable and shows that users are satisfied and really enjoy the interactive access mode to web tables, especially in such cases as sorting data in large tables and comparing data in distant rows or columns.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 investigates related work. Section 3 describes the design and implementation of iWebTable. Section 4 presents the experiment. Section 5 makes discussions and indicates future research directions.
Related Work
We review existing works on web table analysis as well as innovative user interfaces for accessing web tables. [2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 12, 13, 14] . In recent years, some researchers even try to extend table analyzing technologies to other document formats like PDF files [4, 8, 9, 10] .
Web
Lim and Ng [7] proposed to automatically retrieve hierarchical data from HTML tables by constructing the content tree for each table, without pre-requiring the internal table structure. Yoshida et al. [14] presented a new approach to integrate web tables describing similar objects based on table structure recognition. Cohen et al. [2] developed an extensible wrapper-learning system called WL 2 to exploit HTML tables and lists. Yang and Luk [13] first presented the definition of Web Table Mining and developed a frame work for comprehensively analyzing the structural aspects of web tables. Hurst [5] noticed that HTML TABLE elements were more and more often used to control the layout of web pages and tried to identify true web tables by learning from HTML DOM and geometric features. Wang and Hu [12] focused on web table detection and proposed to automatically classify web tables either as genuine or non-genuine by machine learning. Krüpl and Herzog [6] also concentrated on detecting genuine web tables, but they relied on the visual rendition of web pages rather than the HTML code. Later, Gatterbauer et al. [3] extended the idea of visually guided web table detection and used a model of the visual representation of web pages to extract domain-independent information from web tables. Our idea of enabling interactive access to web tables should be based on automatic table detection, which is the most important aspect of web table analysis. Researches above indicated two approaches: 1) analyzing HTML documents; 2) utilizing the visual rendition of web pages. We prefer the former one, as previous methods [3, 6] of the latter one showed that it is more time-consuming and only supports those tables with pre-defined styles mainly because of relying on heuristics too much. Here, we partially adopt the machine learning based approach proposed by Wang and Hu [12] and learn genuine web tables using 7 layout features and 8 content features. Recently, Tajima and Ohnishi [11] proposed three modes for web table browsing on small screens: normal mode, record mode and cell mode. They concentrated on how to present a segment of a large web table as the user requires, without concerning about the relationships among data in different table cells, and they did not present any user evaluation. Compared with our iWebTable, Tajima and Ohnishi's only provides presentation re-rendering functions like hiding unnecessary rows or columns, but cannot support advanced functions like sorting data of the entire table ordered by the data of current row or column.

iWebTable
The enabling of interactive access to web tables should be based on automatic table detection and table content understanding. We designed and implemented a plug-in for the Microsoft Internet Explorer, called the iWebTable, which provides a customized user interface supporting interactive access to genuine web tables.
The user interface of iWebTable is illustrated in Figure 1 . It is composed of the following three modules, step by step:
• Step 1. Pre-processor: automatically detecting genuine tables by analyzing the HTML document of the given web page based on machine learning.
• Step 2. Interpreter: understanding the contents of a genuine web table and re-constructing a customized structure for the table.
• Step 3. Controller: creating a customized user interface supporting interactive access to a genuine web table. 
Pre-processor
We follow previous works [3, 6, 12] and regard each web table as either genuine or non-genuine. Given a web page, denoted as P, the pre-processor automatically detects all genuine tables in the page by analyzing the HTML document and constructs a genuine table set, denoted as GTS P = {GT P1 , GT P2 , ..., GT Pn }, each GT Pi (i = 1, 2, ..., n) representing a genuine table in the web page.
Firstly, all TABLE elements are extracted from the HTML DOM tree, which can be easily achieved by using the API of the Microsoft Internet Explorer.
Secondly, the extracted tables are classified into either genuine or non-genuine by machine learning. Here we partially adopt the automatic web table detection method proposed by Wang and Hu [12] and represent each table as a 15-dimensional feature vector, including 7 layout features and 8 content features. Layout features are calculated based on row numbers, column numbers and cell length. Content features are calculated based on the number of different content types of table cells, such as: image, form, hyperlink, alphabetical, and so on. Note that Wang and Hu also suggested several word group features, but we decide not to use them because: 1) adding the word group features can hardly improve the performance of the classifier; 2) it can save a lot of time without using word group features.
Interpreter
Using the genuine table set GTS P constructed by the pre-processor as input, the interpreter automatically understands the contents of each GT Pi from three aspects: 1) determining table type; 2) identifying cell data type; 3) re-constructing table structure.
For the first aspect, we classify genuine web tables into three sub-categories according to different table header styles, including: column-wise, column-row-wise and row-wise. The type of each GT Pi is decided depending on the layout of TH elements within it. If some GT Pi contains no TH element, it will be classified as default (column-wise) and each cell in the first row will be regarded as a table header. H2 If the cell contains IMG element, the cell is identified as image, otherwise use H3.
H3
If the cell contains A element, the cell is identified as hyperlink, otherwise use H4.
H4
If the inner text length (not including blanks) of the cell is 0, the cell is identified as empty, otherwise use H5.
H5
If the inner text of the cell is consisted of only digital numbers, the cell is digit, otherwise use H6.
H6
If the inner text of the cell is consisted of only digital numbers and alphabetical characters, the cell is alphabetical, otherwise the cell is others.
For the second aspect, we define seven basic data types for table cells, including: image, form, hyperlink, alphabetical, digit, empty and others, each corresponds to the content type of the same name used by the pre-processor. The type of each cell in GT Pi is identified based on six heuristics, namely H1-H6 , as showed in Table 1 .
For the third aspect, we re-construct each GT Pi as a data matrix, denoted as M Pi . The width of M Pi is equal to the maximum cell count in a row in GT Pi , while the height M Pi of is equal to the row count of GT Pi . Each element of M Pi represents a corresponding table cell in GT Pi . Table cells with ROWSPAN or COLSPAN tags are represented by multiple matrix elements of the same properties. Each matrix element is recorded as an attribute-value pair with the header information, denoted as < <data-type, content>, isHeader, headerInfo>. Compared to the DOM structure of a TABLE element, our customized structure can be traversed with much lower cost.
Controller
Based on the re-constructed structure M Pi , the controller creates a customized user interface supporting interactive access to the corresponding genuine web table GT Pi . We implement the controller as a floating toolbar with adjustable transparency, which 
F2 Descent Sorting
Sorting data of the entire table descendingly ordered by the data of current column or row.
F3
Initial Order
Restoring data of the entire table to initial order.
F4 Hiding Info
Hiding current column or row.
F5 Showing Info
Showing current column or row next to current one.
F6 Restoring All
Restoring the table to the initial state.
automatically appears when the cursor is hovered on a header cell. The toolbar is consisted of six buttons, as illustrated in Figure 1 . Table 2 presents the function of each button. By pressing these buttons, users can control the appearance of the table in different ways without changing the layout of the web page.
Experiment
The experiment is designed to evaluate the effectiveness of iWebTable on enabling interactive access to genuine web tables, by two steps:
− Step 1. Setting up the pre-processor of iWebTable.
−
Step 2. Conducting a user study on iWebTable.
Pre-processor Set Up
We set up the pre-processor by: 1) constructing the training data set for learning genuine web tables; 2) selecting a machine learning method used by the classifier. The training data set is constructed from 3807 tables in 200 common web pages. By manual classification, we found that genuine tables accounts for only about 13.13% (500/3807) of all web tables, which is similar to conclusions in [12] .
We tested on three different machine learning methods by conducting 10-fold validations, including: Naïve Bayes, SVM with linear kernel and SVM with RBF kernel. Experimental results show that SVM with RBF kernel performs the best, with precision, recall and F-measure achieving as high as 95.81%, 95.98% and 95.89% respectively. Therefore, we decide to use it to learn genuine web tables.
User Study
The user study is aim to testify whether iWebTable is helpful for browsing genuine web tables and to evaluate its usability. We assume that iWebTable can greatly reduce users' effort in typical cases as: 1) search for certain information in a large web table; 2) compare data in distant columns or rows. Based on this assumption, we designed two scenarios and assigned a specific task in each scenario, as showed in Table 3 . Given the titles of three songs (two are listed in the table), to find out whether they are top 50 and click on the hyperlinks for trial audition.
We recruited 5 participants, all of whom were Chinese graduate students familiar with web browsing on desktops using Microsoft Internet Explorer. They were showed a demo on how to use iWebTable in advance and then were required to complete each task in two ways: 1) firstly, with iWebTable disabled; 2) secondly, with iWebTable enabled. Table 4 shows the quantified results calculated from automatically recorded timestamps of relevant operations, with F1-F6 denoting the six functions presented in Table 2 . In the first task, which requires searching for certain information in a 5*51 web table, the functions for sorting data (F1 and F2) are frequently used. While in the second task, which requires comparing data in two distant rows, the function for hiding information (F4) is most frequently used. In both tasks, participants spent much less time when iWebTable is enabled.
Finally, each participant was orally interviewed about: 1) whether satisfied with each of the six functions; 2) which function is most useful; 3) the usability of the user interface. All participants reported high satisfaction with each function and agreed that F1 and F2 are the most two useful functions. However, they thought that the usability of the user interface should be improved. For an example, the icons of F4 and F5 cannot express the corresponding functions well.
Results above demonstrates the effectiveness of iWebTable on enabling interactive access to genuine web tables, especially in such cases as sorting data in large tables and comparing data in distant columns or rows. On the whole, users are satisfied with iWebTable and really enjoy the interactive access mode to web tables. 
Discussions and Future Work
We propose to enable interactive access to web tables based on automatic table detection and a good understanding of table contents. We designed and implemented a plug-in for the Microsoft Internet Explorer, called the iWebTable, which enables interactive access to genuine web tables by providing: 1) presentation re-rendering functions like hiding unnecessary rows or columns; 2) advanced functions like sorting data of the entire table ordered by the data of current row or column. In spite of the promising experimental results, iWebTable has two limitations. First, it cannot handle web tables not presented by HTML TABLE elements, such as formatted by CSS. This is the instinct drawback of detecting web tables by using HTML code. Second, as reported in the oral interview, its user interface needs to be improved. For an example, the icons for toolbar buttons should be more expressive.
In the future, we will improve the user interface of iWebTable based on suggestions collected from oral interviews in user study. We also would like to extend the functions of iWebTable and migrate it to small screens.
